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The luxury business is like no other. A luxury company’s 
size, for example, is seemingly irrelevant, as Professor 
Michel Chevalier noted in his classic study, Luxury 
Brand Management. “Dior has annual sales of approxi-
mately 800 million euros, while the Peugeot Group has 
annual sales of 56 billion,” he writes. “So, in fact, Peu-
geot is 70 times bigger than Dior… But if you were to 
ask an American, a Japanese or a Chinese consumer to 
name a French product or a French company, they will 
name Dior before Peugeot.” 

Geneva is another brand that stands out in spite of its 
small size. With a population at under a half-million, in 
an area of only 282 km2, Geneva is, nevertheless, a 
name that resonates abroad. 

“Geneva is a good place to define luxury,” says Reto 
Wittwer, CEO of Kempinski Hotels. Geneva’s image 
– elegance, prestige and excellence – reinforces the 
brands of luxury goods and services based here.

In turn, the luxury companies based in Geneva contribute 
to the city’s renown. These companies represent the 
essence of the luxury industry; exceptional expertise 
is at the core of their brands. They also contribute to 
Geneva in a more fundamental way: the luxury indus-
try is Geneva’s third largest employer-sector and re-
presents 60% of the Canton’s exports.

Geneva recognizes the importance of this contribution 
by ensuring that the bar of excellence stays high. For 
a watch to bear the Hallmark of Geneva, for example, 
it must meet the highest standards of craftsmanship 
as judged by the independent TIMELAB, the Geneva 
Laboratory of Horology and Microengineering. 
To ensure that luxury goods and services companies 
have an expert workforce, the Canton invests in spe-
cialized training, such as the arduous courses at the 
Geneva Watchmaking School or the new Master of 

As Orson Welles once said, “Living in the lap 
of luxury isn’t bad, except that you never know 
when luxury is going to stand up.” It is this vola-
tility - as we have seen over the past year - that 
makes luxury a particularly difficult business. 
And why it is all the more important for luxury 
companies to have - at least - a business base 
that is stable and predictable.

Geneva’s economic and political stability offers 
a unique business base for any industry, as can 
be judged by the many global players, in trading 
and shipping, finance and many other sectors, 
that have chosen to locate headquarters here. 
Companies producing luxury goods and ser-
vices have an extra incentive to come to Ge-
neva. This canton has itself been in the luxury 
business for a long, long time! 

Expertise and 
understanding

Why Geneva
is a natural hub
of the luxury
industry
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Advanced Studies in Luxury Management at the 
Geneva School of Business Administration. To 
showcase the very best luxury objects, Geneva hosts 
one of the world’s most elite trade fairs, the Salon In-
ternational de la Haute Horlogerie (SIHH), as well 
as the famous annual auctions by Sotheby’s, Chris-
tie’s and Antiquorum.  In these and many other ways, 
Geneva is helping luxury companies to reinvent the 
future of this industry. 

This future looks bright, no matter how trying the 
past year has been. The number of high-net-worth 
individuals is growing like never before and it is also 
growing younger. A recent McKinsey report revealed 
that China now has more billionaires than does the 
United States and about 80% of China’s high-net-
worth people - compared to 30% in the USA - are 
between the ages of 18 and 45. This new wealth de-
sires true luxury and they are finding their way to it. 

Not surprisingly, they are also finding their way to 
Geneva and to the companies based here. “Geneva 
has always been an export-oriented economy, with 
links to many different places in the world,” explains 
Daniel Loeffler, Director of the Geneva Economic 
Development Office. “Any industry based in Geneva 
is less vulnerable to economic crisis than places 
which are oriented to one specific market.“

In another sense, too, Geneva is a natural location 
for luxury.  As a cultural center at the heart of Eu-
rope, famous for its beautiful setting between lake 
and mountains, for its well-kept parks, architecture 
and stately homes, Geneva has for centuries at-
tracted aristocrats and wealthy people from every 
nation. This attraction is ever stronger. After all, are 
not the most valuable luxuries of the 21st century - 
peace and a healthy environment – emblematic of 
life in Geneva? n

Pierre-François Unger

Minister of Regional Affairs, Economy and Health
Republic and State of Geneva



“Our EMEA office looks after 96 countries,” explains     
Susan Clark, The Economist Group’s Managing 
Director for Continental Europe, Middle East and 
Africa. “This region had always been managed out 
of our London office, but over the last few years, we 
decided that we needed to have management take 
place within the region itself. It was important to be 
closer both to our clients and to the cultural sensiti-
vities in the market.” 

To determine the best new home for its commer-
cial operations in continental Europe, the Economist 
Group drew up a list of criteria. “For me, at the top 
of the list was availability of talent and flexible work 
rules,” says Susan Clark. 

Because postings to the office were voluntary rather 
than mandatory, Ms. Clark adds that it was also im-
portant to choose an attractive location. “The new 
headquarters had to be a place we could get people 
to move to. As it turned out, more people than we 
expected were ready to relocate.” 

“Geneva ticked all the boxes,” says Susan Clark, 
including the fact that many of the prestigious ma-
gazine’s natural clients - banks and producers of 
luxury goods and services - are based here.  

“Over the years, we had looked at opening a sales 
office in Switzerland but it was never the right time. 
Now, the need for a headquarters complemented the 
need for a sales office. Our clients appear to be delighted 
to have us here and to be serviced by a local office.” 

The Year In… Geneva
The Economist relocates its EMEA
headquarters to Geneva

Around 30 Economist Group staff have relocated 
to Geneva from Vienna, Brussels, London and Paris.    
Managing Director Susan Clark says she has 
already made a few local hires, taking advantage of 
Geneva’s multilingual workforce.

She adds that expats find Geneva a welcoming place to 
create a new life because there is already a critical mass 
of people who have moved here from somewhere else.

“Geneva is an easy place to live and do business be-
cause so much international business is being done 
here,” Susan Clark says. “The influence of the many 
NGOs and the UN agencies gives a good international 
flavor to Geneva that, for our business, is important. All 
of these people tend to read The Economist.“ n

“Geneva ticked all the boxes” 

The Economist magazine: average circulation
per issue over 1.4 million
Other magazines: Intelligent Life, CFO, Roll 
Call, European Voice, Eurofinance…
Economist Intelligence Unit: country, industry
and management analysis
Economist Conferences: new insights
into strategic issues

Independent and global
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Geneva has been a business base 

for some of the world’s most important 

multinationals since the 1940s – and 

new companies continue to join them 

every year. A few of the most recent 

arrivals indicate the range of reasons 

why Geneva is an attractive venue.
n

n

n

n

www.economist.com
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By opening its new EMEA headquarters in Geneva 
in autumn 2009, Viterra, Canada’s leading agribusiness 
joined the world’s Big Four grain merchants already 
here. This concentration of Bunge, Cargill, Olam, 
Louis Dreyfus and, now, Viterra makes Geneva the 
center for the trading and shipping of one of the 
world’s most vital commodities.

Viterra’s new Vice-President and EMEA Managing 
Director, Christian Joerg, says the move supports 
Viterra’s strategic development. “Geneva offers us the 
presence of the other major players as well as the en-
tire range of services we require, such as banks spe-
cialized in trade finance and SGS, the world’s largest 
surveillance company. The offices of all the services 
we need are literally around the corner!”

According to the Geneva Trading and Shipping  Associa-
tion, one-third of the world’s cereals, rice and seed-oils 
are traded in Geneva. This concentration of compa-
nies in Geneva means a concentration of expertise, a 
clear advantage for newcomers looking for personnel. 
“We have been able to hire top people here with great 
professional experience,” Mr. Joerg says. 

Viterra’s recent acquisition of the Australian company 
ABB Grain, the world’s second exporter of barley and 

the fourth shipper of wheat, pushed Viterra into first 
place among the global players. Viterra now trades some 
37% of the world’s harvests in wheat, barley and canola.

In addition to stocking, handling and marketing grain, 
Viterra has also diversified its business to include 
shipping from its base in Geneva. “We now provide 
the entire chain, which is an added-value for the end-
client because we have a better control of costs and 
of the product,” says Mr. Joerg. 

The demand for cereals is expected to increase 
by 20% over the next decade and some analysts 
are already predicting Viterra’s turnover to grow by 
100% in the coming years. Having an EMEA base in 
Geneva, says Mr. Joerg, will support Viterra’s stra-
tegy to spread its risks by counting on the inversed 
seasons of North America, Oceania and Central Eu-
rope (primarily the Black Sea area).

“Agriculture is subject to the laws of nature. Viterra can 
more effectively ensure the world’s supply of grain by 
planning our shipments according to the quantity and 
quality of harvests and off-setting the effects of any in-
dividual season on the results,” he explains.

The new EMEA management center of Alcon in Geneva. www.viterra.ca

www.gsschool.ch
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“The offices of all the services we need are 
literally around the corner!”
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As the home of the UN, a business base for global 
companies, and with some 40% of its inhabitants 
originating from somewhere else, Geneva has a na-
tural need for education programs that respond to 
the needs of expats. 

The newest school in town is the Geneva Secon-
dary School, which opened its doors in September 
2009. “We felt there was a need to offer more choice 
for English-speaking parents and their children at af-
fordable prices,” explains GSS Principal Mrs. Raji 
Sundaram. “The other English language schools 
in Geneva follow the International Baccalaureate 
route. GSS gives students the choice to follow the 
English curriculum leading to the A levels.”

GSS offers English-language secondary education 
for ages 11-18. The school’s new building has been 
designed to provide maximum natural light and a se-
cure environment for children. “Geneva Secondary 
School offers large school facilities in a small school 

Geneva welcomes its newest English-language school:

Geneva Secondary School
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environment,” says Mrs. Raji Sundaram. “With only 
16 students per classroom, we provide exceptional 
individual attention and care.”

After age 16, students can continue to prepare for 
university at the two-year A Level College that is 
in the same complex but on a different floor. Class 
size in the College is even smaller than at the GSS, 
being strictly limited to 10 students. 

Both schools are owned and managed by ASC In-
ternational House, one of the largest privately ow-
ned educational institutions in the area. In addition 
to the GSS and College, ASC has two adult school 
sites in Geneva and two full-scale training centers in 
Vevey for Nestlé. In 2004, the UK Examining Autho-
rity, Edexcel, authorized ASC International House to 
hold all A Level, O Level and IGCSE examinations. 
In 2008, ASC International House became the ex-
clusive examination centre in Geneva for the Lon-
don Tests of English. n

Of course, managing such a widespread operation 
requires faultless infrastructure and puts constant tra-
vel demands on Viterra’s EMEA management. All of 
which went into the equation of deciding on Geneva 
as a base, says Mr. Joerg. “Geneva’s central location 
and the fact that we can get to the airport in about 10 
minutes are a plus in supporting our department.”

Geneva’s time zone is another advantage, says Mr. 
Joerg. “By setting up in the center of Europe, we 
can work with Asia in the morning, all day with our 
EMEA zone and coordinate strategic decisions with 
Canada in the afternoon and evening.” n

Canada’s Viterra 
joins Big Four
in Geneva 

Christian Joerg,
Vice-President and 

EMEA Managing Director
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“We have been able to hire top people here with 
great professional experience”

“Viterra’s move indicates the leadership of 
Geneva in the trading and shipping sector. 
For Geneva to attract a Canadian company 
is something quite new.” Stephane Graber, 
Geneva Economic Development Office. 
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Geneva:
reinventing the future
of the luxury industry

Training the best 
New Masters program in Geneva
serves the luxury goods industry 

The University of Geneva’s Faculty of Eco-
nomics and Social Sciences, in collabora-
tion with Hermès and Vacheron Constantin, 
offers multidisciplinary continuing education 
in “Luxury products and artistic professions”.

The University of Art and Design Lausanne 
offers a Masters in Science in Luxury and 
Design, a one-year full-time course for      
designers. 

EML Geneva offers a Master of Science in 
Luxury Management and Marketing, a full-
time course for students with a bachelor  
degree who want to specialize.

n

n

n

New MBA complements
existing programs in the
Lake Geneva Region,
including:

In the luxury industry, where a brand’s success is 
as much (and sometimes even more) about crea-
tivity as it is the bottom line, finding managers who 
understand the creative process is essential. But, 
too often, “creatives and business people are from dif-
ferent worlds and don’t speak the same language,” 
says Leyla Belkaïd Neri, coordinator of the new 
Master of Advanced Studies in Luxury Manage-
ment being offered by the Geneva School of Bu-
siness Administration (HEG). 

The goal of the new Masters is to train a new kind of 
specialists for the luxury goods business. “In a period 
of change, luxury companies have an even greater 
need for people who are able to think in terms of new 
strategies and to adapt to changing circumstances,” 
Ms. Neri explains. 

www.hesge.ch/heg/masluxe

Main theme of this issue:

The lights that rim Geneva’s port 

at night say it all. The famous 

brands of watches, jewelry, hotels, 

financial services, fine ready-to-

wear and haute couture shine 

like beacons of a world of quality. 

Their names are a silent testimony 

to Geneva’s appeal as a head-

quarters for luxury companies.

Geneva offers a rare degree of 

expertise in a small human-scale 

package. In Geneva, any luxury 

brand can find unusually well-

qualified people, whether in fine 

watchmaking, jewelry, commu-

nication or global management. 

This expertise serves the luxury 

industry and, at the same time, 

the industry helps to maintain and 

develop this expertise in Geneva. 

Geneva’s human capital is its pri-

mary resource. 

“Geneva is half-way between Paris and 
Milan and close to the most prestigious 
actors in the world of luxury” 

The new MBA’s students explore good practices in 
different areas of the luxury industry: the hotel bu-
siness, watchmaking and jewelry, private banking, 
and fashion and accessories. Top executives from 
Geneva’s many luxury companies share their expe-
rience with students, in hourly discussions as well 
as visits to their corporate offices and workshops. 
HEG has also been able to draw on the expertise 
of its partners in the venture: the Hotel Management 
School in Lausanne, one of the world’s most respec-
ted schools for the hospitality industry; the Fonda-
tion de Haute Horlogerie, representing Geneva’s fine 
watchmakers for the promotion of technical and pre-
cious fine watchmaking; and the Geneva University 
of Art and Design, offering degrees in fashion and 
jewelry design, visual communication, interior archi-
tecture, fine arts and cinema.

“Geneva is half-way between Paris and Milan and 
close to the most prestigious actors in the world of 
luxury. So, it is a natural place for a Masters in Luxury 
Management,” explains Ms. Neri.
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Le Mirador Kempinski reopened 
this summer after a $50 million re-
novation. Bringing a 105-year-old 
hotel up to modern expectations, 
without losing its charm and perso-
nality in the process, is a tall order. 
But Kempinski Hotels President 
and CEO Reto Wittwer calls it bu-
siness as usual for a hotel group that 
began in 1897 and manages from 
Geneva some of the finest luxury 
hotels in the world, each positioned 
as an individual brand.

“We are the oldest hotel group in the world and each 
of our 61 hotels is one of a kind. Take the three Kem-
pinski hotels in Switzerland - each unique and com-
plimentary. The Grand Hotel Kempinski in Geneva 
has a perfect location on the lake at the heart of the 
city, Le Mirador has its views of ‘postcard Switzer-
land’ and staying at the Grand Hotel des Bains is a 
tradition among people who love St Moritz.”

Mr. Wittwer, a graduate of the eminent Hotel Ma-
nagement School in Lausanne, has led the inter-
national expansion of Kempinski from his office in 
Geneva for the past 12 years.

“I moved the head office here from Frankfurt to Ge-
neva because it is much easier to find multilingual, 
multicultural staff here. Geneva is the biggest inter-
national village in the world. It also has an incre-
dible infrastructure and culture comparable to that 
of a city of several million inhabitants - except that 
the population of Greater Geneva is less than half 
a million.” 

10

One of the luxury industry’s legends talks
about making the difference

Kempinski:
Over 100 years
of hospitality 

Geneva’s small size, in fact, is consistent with Mr. 
Wittwer’s concept of luxury as something limited in 
numbers. “If luxury is accessible to everyone, it be-
comes a mass product,” he says. “Geneva is a good 
place to define luxury.”

As a veteran of the luxury business, Mr. Wittwer 
takes the current economic crisis with philosophy. 
“Certainly, the luxury goods market has suffered be-
cause our society produces goods that last ever lon-
ger, but whose life cycle is artificially stimulated by 
changing design. In a crisis, this change cycle slows. 
As soon as people are breathing again, it will accele-
rate. But you have to distinguish between the luxury 
experience and the acquisition of a luxury good.” 

“Geneva is a good place to define luxury”

And the luxury experience, he insists, is still in great 
demand. “The best hoteliers, even better than our 
General Managers are people who travel 300 days 
a year staying in top-class hotels around the world,” 
Reto Wittwer explains. “They know the difference 
between good and ordinary, believe me. They don’t 
know how it works, but they know true service be-
cause they have a wider basis for comparison.”

True service, Mr. Wittwer says, is built on individua-
lity, which gives an edge to European companies 
because Europe itself is based on many individual 
cultures. “The hotel business is driven by the big 
American hotel chains but the luxury hotel business 
has been built by European family hotels. We want 
our staff everywhere in the world to be naturally 
friendly in their own way. So we hire people for what 
they are. We are not an acting school.” n

At the heart of Geneva • For a meal or a drink with a view, Genevans as well as staying guests enjoy the view from the Grand Hotel Kempinski.

The American
Academy of 

Hospitality Sciences
based in New York 
awarded the 2006 

Lifetime Achievement 
Award to Reto Wittwer,

President and CEO
of Kempinski.

11

A place in the sun • Le Mirador Kempinski, 800meters above Lake Geneva, was originally built in 1904 as a center for peaceful convalescence. 
Today, renovated to meet 21st century expectations, Le Mirador KEMPINSKI features the only Givenchy Spa in Switzerland, a medical/dentis-
try centre and a 14-metre Sunseeker yacht for exclusive trips on Lake Geneva.

www.kempinski.com
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One of the company’s prize documents is a letter 
from François Constantin, the genius salesman who 
became a partner in 1819. On the road, urging the 
home office to meet his demands for ever more 
complicated watches, Constantin wrote, “Do better 
if possible. And it is always possible.” Juan-Carlos 
Torres says he always writes this comment at the 
top of corporate strategy planning as a reminder. 
“Vacheron Constantin has been able to continue 
through the centuries because the product was 
always at the top of the brand,” he says. “You will 
never reach perfection at 100%, but you have to 
seek it every day, higher and higher.”

A long history brings perspective. When you have 
survived the Industrial Revolution, the French Re-
volution, the War of 1870, competition in the 19th 

century from standardized watches made-in-the-
USA, World Wars I and II, the Great Depression, 
the proliferation of quartz watches in the 1970’s that 
threatened to destroy the world of fine mechani-
cal watches, when you have survived and learned 
from such crises, you can take the times of econo-
mic downturn with a certain philosophy. “Vacheron 
Constantin has come through every crisis because 
the know-how was always present,” says Mr. Torres. 
“We keep our people and we have never stopped 
producing the finest watches which are true pieces 
of art. It might be the reason why we are still here 
and are confident about our future.” n

12

Sit for a few moments in the entrance hall of the 
headquarters of Vacheron Constantin and you may 
begin to imagine that you are inside a giant watch. 
There is something about the building’s metal en-
velope, the constant movement on the double stair-
cases rising to the ceiling, the spareness and ele-
gance. Everything is in its place and there is nothing 
that can be taken away: like the inner workings of a 
fine watch. Designed by the French-Swiss architect 
Bernard Tschumi, Vacheron Constantin’s 21st century 
headquarters is a stunning act of confidence in the 
future for the world’s oldest watch brand in uninter-
rupted operation since 1755. 

The architecture is wonderful, agrees CEO Juan-
Carlos Torres, but the important thing about Vache-
ron Constantin are the people inside, in particular, 
the watchmakers, who make up half of the compa-
ny’s 530 employees. “It is a conjunction of different 
things that created this pool of expertise in Geneva,” 
says Mr. Torres. “The most incredible brands were 
created in Geneva, all the crafts around the pieces 
were created in Geneva, and only in Geneva can 
you find this background,” he says.

Vacheron
Constantin:
The world’s oldest
continuous watch
brand

Mr. Torres can back up his claim, thanks to Vacheron 
Constantin’s archives covering the entire 254 years 
of its brand. Not only does the company know the 
name of every customer, it knows who made eve-
ry watch and who supplied the materials. And, in 
case any of these watches ever comes in for repair,        
Vacheron Constantin also has stocks of components 
going back to 1755 and it constantly trains people to 
be able to repair any watch. After-sales service is not 
an empty promise with this company.

The history of watch-making and the history of Geneva 
are so entwined as to make it difficult to imagine how 
one could have happened without the other. By the 
time Jean Calvin turned Geneva into the “Protestant 
Rome”, the city had been famous for the quality of its 
jewelry since the 13th century and Calvin’s ban on the 
wearing of “finery” came as a tremendous shock to 

“Only in Geneva can you find this 
background” 

these guilds. However, another of Calvin’s obsessions 
- praying at set times of the day - created a new necessity: 
the production of timekeepers. France’s Protestant 
watchmakers flooded Geneva and Geneva’s master 
jewellers took up the challenge, creating a new luxury 
industry of “precious” (i.e., bejewelled and ornamented) 
watch cases. 

How excellence in jewelry led to precious watches

Geneva has always had a highly educated and skilled 
workforce. Perhaps no group has been as outstanding 
as the organization of craftsmen who, from 1601, made 
up the “Fabrique”, a vast guild combining the talents of 
the many different technical and commercial trades in-
volved in the creation and sale of watches. By the early 
1780’s, the “Fabrique” employed some 20,000 crafts-

men and women, producing nearly 100,000 watches 
per year. Not surprisingly, such a well-educated (Jean-
Jacques Rousseau’s father was a member) and well-
organized group had an immense impact on Geneva’s 
political life. When, in 1792, Geneva proclaimed politi-
cal equality for all of its inhabitants, it was largely due to 
the influence of the “Fabrique”.

From the “Fabrique” to globalization

Juan-Carlos Torres, CEO of Vacheron Constantin

The old manufacture of Vacheron Constantin in 1906
(still a boutique of the brand) and the new manufacture
and world headquarters of the company.13

www.vacheron-constantin.com
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Geneva’s great watchmaking houses  
Centuries of expertise 
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www.sihh.org

“Our mission is to explain the culture, values, inno-
vation and professions that are the base for techni-
cal and precious fine watchmaking,” says Managing 
Director Fabienne Lupo. 

To carry out this double mission of information and 
training, the Foundation has developed impressive 
resources. To promote the culture of precious and 
technical watches, the Foundation has developed 
themed exhibitions. To ensure that horological terms 
are clearly defined, it has created an online ency-
clopedia. To help consumers better appreciate the 
artistry that goes into the creation of these objects, 
the Foundation has produced a collection of docu-
mentary films. To ensure that salespeople them-
selves understand the value of fine watches, the 
Foundation has created itinerant training programs, 
including a touch-screen tablet that introduces new 
sales methods and reveals the techniques and se-
crets of fine watchmaking. And to reach the general 
public, the Foundation recently created an atelier in 
which participants can take apart and put together 
again a fine watch. “It is an initiation into the mystery 
of fine watchmaking,” says Fabienne Lupo. “And the 
perfect birthday gift for the man or woman who has 
everything!” n

The Salon International de la Haute Horlogerie is 
to fine watches what the Paris and Milan fashion 
shows are to haute couture: a place and time to 
show the craftsmanship that goes into the best 
brands as well as the latest in technical and 
aesthetic innovation. Exclusively for professionals 
and their clients as well as the specialized press 
(some 1200 journalists), the Salon is a unique 
event in the world of luxury watches. The offi-
cial salon also brings dozens of additional fine 
watchmakers to Geneva who take advantage of 
the Salon’s unique force of attraction to exhibit 
their own creations off-site.

To mark the Salon’s 20th anniversary in January 
2010, 19 precious and technical brands exhibi-
ted, including two new companies, Greubel For-
sey and Richard Mille. The exhibitors filled over 
30,000m2 at Geneva’s Palexpo conference and 
trade fair center. 

“Geneva is the cradle of horologery and an in-
ternational platform for such an event,“ says Fa-
bienne Lupo, Managing Director of the Fondation 
de la Haute Horlogerie. “It is a plus that we have 
such excellent collaboration with the hotels, Ge-
neva Palexpo, the airport and local institutions 
like the World Economic Forum. Geneva has it 
all for a first-class gathering like the Salon.” n

A celebration 
for the Salon 
International 
de la Haute 
Horlogerie

Explaining
the heritage
of fine
watchmaking 

x 

Patek Philippe’s advertising slogan “You ne-
ver actually own a Patek Philippe. You merely 
look after it for the next generation” could also 
represent the family-owned watch company’s 
approach to management. In the fall of 2009, 
President Philippe Stern passed his responsi-
bilities on to his son, Thierry. The new presi-
dent, who trained at the Geneva Watchmaking 
School, is now in charge of one of the world’s 
oldest and most prestigious watch brands, in 
continuous operation in Geneva since 1839. 

Thierry Stern says that the luxury watch in-
dustry in general should see improvement in 
2010. “Patek Philippe has seen slightly higher 
sales in 2009 versus 2008, which was a re-
cord year. We have seen a decrease in de-
mand in terms of unit, about 10 percent, but 
turnover has risen. People are ready to invest 
in products that keep their promises in terms 
of reliability and value, demand for compli-
cated timepieces is holding up and in some 
cases increasing,” he says. 

Anyone who doubts Geneva’ contribution to 
the history of fine watchmaking should visit 
the magnificent Patek Philippe Museum in the 
center of Geneva. Located in a restored Art 
Deco manufacture, the Museum houses four 
centuries of fine watches, including 170 years 
of Patek Philippe’s own watches, notably the 
Caliber 89, the most complicated timepiece 
ever made. n

New president 
for 170-year
old company 

Geneva’s great watchmaking houses  

Centuries of expertise 
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www.patek-philippe.com

www.hautehorlogerie.org

Fabienne Lupo, Managing
Director of the Fondation
de la Haute Horlogerie

In 2008, the Grand Prix 
d’Horlogerie de Ge-
nève, the most presti-
gious award in watch-
making, went, not to a 
particular fine watch as 
is customary, but to the 
foundation that was 
created to promote 
the fine watchmaking 
segment. It was a well-
earned tribute to the 
work of the Fondation 
de la Haute Horlogerie, 
launched in 2005 by 
Audemars Piguet, Gi-
rard-Perregaux and 
the Richemont Group.

“Geneva has it all for a first-class 
gathering like the Salon”

The “Oscar of the watch world” and a major event in the 
Geneva social calendar, the Grand Prix d’Horlogerie de 
Genève takes place each year in November at Geneva’s 
magnificent Grand Theatre. Created in 2001, the Grand 
Prix gathers the elite of the international watchmaking 
profession to recognize the creators of the year’s most 
exceptional timepieces. Could the Grand Prix be awarded 
anywhere else? “No, just as the Cannes Film Festival is 
in Cannes, the Grand Prix can only be in Geneva,” says 
Pierre Jacques, Director of the organizing committee 
and co-editor of the watchmaking magazine GMT. 
“Geneva is the world capital of horlogery.”

Eleven experts, collectors and specialized journalists 
make up the independent and international jury, inclu-
ding the previous year’s winner of the Grand Prix, who 
is automatically out of competition. They have the difficult 
task of choosing the “first among equals” in 10 different 
categories, as well as the Grand Prix itself, the “Aiguille 
d’Or”, or “Golden Hand”, which is awarded to the year’s 
best watch in any category. 

The categories include Special Jury Prize, Ladies’ 
Watch Prize, Men’s Watch Prize, Design Watch Prize, 
Jewelry Watch Prize, Complicated Watch Prize, Sports 
Watch Prize, Electronic Watch Prize, Best Watchmaker 
Prize and Public Prize.   Amateur watch enthusiasts de-
termine the winner of the Public Prize by voting on the 
www.worldtempus.com website or at the exhibitions 
held in Singapore, Zurich and Geneva in the months 
leading up to the ceremony. In addition, a special prize 
is awarded to the best first-year student at the Geneva 
Watchmakers’ School.

The prize winners are invited to donate a specimen 
of each winning watch to the Watchmaking and Ena-
melling Museum of the City of Geneva. The Museum 
has dedicated a special showcase to the history of the     
Geneva Watchmaking Grand Prix. n

Geneva’s
Grand Prix
picks the
year’s best 

The Patek Philippe Museum in Geneva

The Grand Theatre, the venue of the Grand Prix d’Horlogerie de Genève
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People in the watch world used to call Jean-Marc    
Wiederrecht “the finest watchmaker you’ve never 
heard of” because neither his name nor that of his 
company, Agenhor, appear on the watches he makes. 

“Our clients are the great watch brands, and discretion 
and confidentiality is part of what we bring to them,” Mr. 
Wiederrecht explains. 

But after winning the Grand Prix’s first ever prize for 
the Best Horlogery Designer (2007) and after the at-
tention attracted in 2009 by Opus 9, the watch that 
Jean-Marc Wiederrecht developed in collaboration 
with designer Eric Giroud for Harry Winston, Wieder-
recht’s name has spread beyond the strict confines of 
horlogery professionals. 

“Opus 9 is the best work I’ve achieved in my career,” says 
Jean-Marc Wiederrecht. “The simpler it is, the better it is.” 
Simplicity is, of course, one definition of elegance. 

Mr. Wiederrecht explains that his work is based on the 
patents he holds, technical solutions so simple (brilliantly 
so, one must assume) that they can be adapted to meet 

Geneva takes its reputation seriously. So, any watch 
movement stamped with the Hallmark of Geneva, 
Geneva’s own coat of arms, is a guarantee that it 
meets numerous and strict technical criteria. 

“The important thing about the Hallmark of Geneva 
is that it was established by law,” explains Daniel 
Favre, President of the Foundation Council of 
the Laboratoire d’Horlogerie et de Microtechnique 
de Genève (Geneva Laboratory of Horology and 
Microengineering). 

Mr. Favre is referring to the law written in 1886 that 
established the Hallmark of Geneva. Today, the Hall-
mark fulfils several purposes, he explains. “It proves 
the origin and quality of manufacture, helps prevent 
counterfeiting and ensures the continued training of 
young artisans. The Hallmark of Geneva certifies that 
watches meet the strictest criteria independently ana-
lyzed, and reinforces Geneva’s image in the luxury in-
dustry. The Hallmark has allowed Geneva to position 
itself as a leader in the world of fine watchmaking.”

In order to reinforce the capabilities of the Hallmark 
of Geneva Certification and to strengthen the global 
image of Geneva as a world-level watch industry 
capital, the Geneva government created in 2009 
TIMELAB, the Geneva Laboratory of Horology and 
Microengineering, bringing together the Hallmark of 
Geneva and the local activities of COSC certifica-
tion (Swiss Official Chronometer Testing Institute), 
the body responsible for certifying and awarding the 
title of chronometer according to ISO 3159 norms. 

“In the watch industry, there are two labels that 
stand out, COSC and the Hallmark of Geneva, and 
we now have them both under the same roof,” says 
Patrick Jaton, Director of this new laboratory. 

Making a name
in spite of himself

the demands of his clients for new ways to indicate time. 
“We enable our customers to differentiate themselves 
from the competition,” says Mr. Wiederrecht.

Agenhor recently moved to new headquarters in a sim-
ply (i.e., elegantly) designed workshop in Geneva’s in-
dustrial zone near Meyrin. In spite of its success, Agen-
hor remains a small, family-owned horlogery. As such, 
it also perpetuates Geneva’s long tradition of indepen-
dent watchmakers who specialize in doing one thing 
very well. Mr. Wiederrecht says that, unlike the large, 
vertically-oriented watchmaking companies, Agenhor 
sub-contracts the manufacture of components in order 
to concentrate on what it does best. 

“There’s no need to reinvent what already exists,” he ex-
plains. “Why do, less well and more slowly, what our sup-
pliers can do for us, better and more rapidly? A network 
multiplies expertise. I receive only the best parts.” 

Indeed, Jean-Marc Wiederrecht feels that Geneva’s 
“Fabrique” manufacturing organization of the 18th and 
19th century was an ideal model for the watchmaking 
industry. “The Fabrique was a network of independent 
specialists who knew how to pool their expertise,” he 
says. “It produced as many watches per year as the big 
Geneva watch companies do today and with the same 
international reputation.” n

16 17
www.agenhor.ch

Independent watchmaker Jean-Marc Wiederrecht
continues an old Genevan tradition 

 Eric Giroud et Jean-Marc Wiederrecht

Opus 9, the watch that 
Jean-Marc Wiederrecht 
developed in collaboration 
with designer Eric Giroud 
for Harry Winston 

The Lab also houses a new research and develop-
ment center that is looking to work on development 
projects with the Geneva Watchmaking School, Wes-
tern Switzerland’s Universities of Applied Sciences 
(HES) and EPFL. The new R&D center will meet 
specific demands from the watch industry. One area 
of interest is the testing and certification of new chro-
nometer devices used in sporting events. 

“We have received requests from several sports um-
brella organizations seeking to establish this kind of 
certification,” says Patrick Jaton.

It is a new development in Geneva’s long and unique 
position in the history of international chronometry. For, 
the law that established the Hallmark of Geneva also crea-
ted the Geneva Observatory. Today, the Observatory 
is famous as a base for research in astronomy, notably 
for the work of Professor Michel Mayor, discoverer of the 
first exoplanet. But the Observatory was originally foun-
ded to assess and certify Swiss timepiece movements 
for accuracy as navigational aids.

“In those days, astronomy made it possible to measure 
and indicate time,” says Patrick Jaton. “Now, it is the 
measuring of time that makes astronomy possible.” n

TIMELAB
Setting
the standard
for great
timepieces
in Geneva

“In the watch industry, two labels stand
out, COSC and the Hallmark of Geneva,
and we now have them both under
the same roof” 

www.timelab.ch

The Hallmark of Geneva and the COSC certifications are now
represented together in the Geneva Laboratory of Horology
and Microengineering
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Daniel Favre, President
of the Foundation Council
and Patrick Jaton Director
of TIMELAB, the Geneva
Laboratory of Horology
and Microengineering 

Rethinking time
Harry Winston’s Opus 9, judged the “Best Design Watch 2009” 
at the Grand Prix d’Horlogerie de Genève, has neither watch 
hands nor a cyclical dial. Instead, two mandarin garnets pulled 
by parallel diamond chains indicate the hours and minutes. The 
gemstones are not mere decoration; they are part of the func-
tional watch. Opus 9 also reinvents the traditional watchcase 
as a glass cylinder encased in white gold. Pure luxury, only 100 
pieces of Opus 9 will be produced.

“We enable our customers to differentiate 
themselves from the competition”
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Somewhere between the regularly scheduled commer-
cial flight and the top-end private business jet is a niche 
that Geneva newcomer, Blink, is determined to fill. 

“Blink is an air-taxi service,” explains co-founder 
and managing director Peter Leiman. “We are so-
mething entirely different than a business jet rental 
company. Business jets are built to carry six to eight 
people for four to eight hours. But most business jet 
flights are under two hours and carry only two people. 
So, that’s a waste of money and fuel.”

Mr. Leiman and his partner, Cameron Ogden, launched 
Blink in London in June 2008, with the goal of rede-
fining the world of short-haul travel. Geneva recently 
became Blink’s first base in continental Europe.

“We have had Geneva-based clients from Day 1,” 
says Peter Leiman. “Putting our base here just opens 
up more destinations for them.”

Mr. Leiman says that Blink selected Geneva because it 
is a key commercial and financial centre whose impor-
tance as a business center is growing rapidly. “Look at 
the many companies and individuals relocating to Ge-
neva,” he says. “Geneva’s attractions are increasing 
dramatically for the current and future users of our 
service. The types of companies in the Lake Geneva 
Region include a high percentage of what we describe 
as ‘high-time value’. They do not put up with inefficient 
travel and wasting time.” 

Geneva’s location in the center of Europe is another 
argument that factored into Blink’s decision to make 
Geneva its continental hub. “You can get to anywhere 
in Europe from Geneva, which makes it ideal for air-
craft flying 1-2 hours,” says Peter Leiman.

A world of service
Almost every luxury service imaginable
can be found in Geneva...

Butler in a box
Today’s concierge services are ready
to handle almost anything

Call them concierge or butler, personal assistant 
or even life coach. The point is you can call them - 
and they will take off your hands any job that needs 
doing. For busy professionals, that can mean eve-
rything from walking the dog or choosing the right 
car, to planning the family vacation or handling all 
the details involved in moving to a new location. “We 
do the leg work for people whose time is at a pre-
mium,” explains Dominic Longcroft, Managing Di-
rector of The Clever Company, one of the concierge 
services based in the Lake Geneva Region. Time-
foryou, based in the Geneva “village” Carouge, of-
fers its concierge services directly to companies for 
a yearly fee, with the goal of improving the efficiency 
of employees by freeing up their time.
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Getting there from here - in a Blink

Blink flies the Cessna Citation Mustang – 
the best-in-class light jet 
Carries up to four passengers in a 2x2 
face-to-face seating configuration
Able to access smaller, less crowded 
airports previously unable to accommodate 
jet aircraft.

n

n

n

Some 10 private jet companies operate out of Geneva, 
making it Europe’s second largest hub for the private jet 
business, according to Blink’s Director, Switzerland, 
Richard Koe. “The air-taxi is for anyone who has great 
demands on his time. In Geneva that means top UN 
officials as well as the high concentration of business 
people,” he says. “The jet business is a luxury service 
that is about value. People are looking for competitive 
options.” n 

“Geneva’s attractions are increasing
dramatically for the current and future 
users of our service”

If I had a hammer...

The world’s great auction houses
are at home in Geneva
Defying the economic crisis, business boomed 
at the Autumn 2009 jewelry and watch sales 
held by Christie’s, Sotheby’s and Antiquorum 
in Geneva. Sotheby’s “Magnificent Jewels” 
sale sold far above estimated prices, at $36 
million, including the famous “Roxburghe 
Rubies” that sold for five times their estima-
ted value. Christie’s Geneva Jewels Sale 
brought in more than $32 million, while its 
Geneva Important Watches Sale, brought 
in $19 million, nearly double pre-sale esti-
mates, and set nine world record prices for 
Patek and Rolex watches, including over $2 
million for a Patek Philippe perpetual calen-
dar wristwatch. Christie’s Fine Wine Sale in 
Geneva also fetched almost $2 million. An-
tiquorum’s own fine watch sale, celebrating 
its 35th year, drew some $12 million in total 
sales, including $5 million for the Patek Philippe 
Calibre 89.

One of Blink’s aircrafts on mission

www.flyblink.com
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Significantly, the Lake Geneva Region has of-
ten appeared as background for English novels. 
Charles Dickens set a scene of David Copperfield in 
Geneva. Lord Byron’s most famous poem, The Pri-
soner of Chillon, was inspired by the true story of an 
inmate of Chillon Castle. Byron, Shelley and Mary 
Wollstonecroft famously spent the dark and stormy 
summer of 1816 together in Geneva. (The 19 year-
old Wollstonecroft had her monster, Frankenstein, 
climb the Salève mountain that forms much of Ge-
neva’s south-eastern side.) More recently, Anita 
Brookner won the Booker Prize for her story set in a 
typical village hotel on Lake Geneva. 

Whatever their reasons for coming, citizens of the 
United Kingdom have often chosen to stay, even 
retire, here (Charlie Chaplin, Richard Burton and 
Roger Moore being notable examples). As local 
residents, each has brought a bit of Britain to Ge-
neva. Indeed, in the early part of the 20th century, all 
things British were in fashion (that is why the foun-
der of the Red Cross more often spelled his name 
“Henry” Dunant instead of “Henri”) and the tearoom 
(usually pronounced “the-ah-roum”) became a fix-
ture in Genevan society. 

But probably the best symbol of the British contribu-
tion to Geneva is Victoria Hall, one of Europe’s finest 
concert halls. Longtime Geneva resident and British 
Consul General Daniel Barton built the concert hall in 
honor of Queen Victoria and gave it to the city in 1904. 
Today, Victoria Hall delights music lovers by both its 
extraordinary acoustics and its Baroque red and gold 
interior. Incidentally, Barton’s widow, Alexandra, grand-
daughter of former Prime Minister Sir Robert Peel, 
was known as the “Queen of Geneva” during the early 
years of the Society of Nations. Her will donated the 
family mansion and park to Geneva, today the home 
of the Geneva Graduate Institute.

British residents of recent years have tended to 
come for jobs in the international organizations or 
many multinationals headquartered in Geneva. (The 
recent influx of hedge fund traders is the newest 
wave.) Relocation is a pleasant change but not 
much of a cultural shock: Geneva is a comfortable 
place to make a home. The large British community 
comes with its own schools and clubs, churches, 
even a traditional Christmas pantomime every year. 

20 21

And Geneva, one of the most international cities in 
the world, is a place where the English-speaker feels 
immediately at home. The English-language World 
Radio Switzerland gets newcomers up to speed fast 
on local news and personalities – while soothing the 
transition with hourly broadcasts from the BBC. n

“I don’t miss London because I go back a 
lot – distance is not a problem – and be-
cause, frankly, most of London seems to be 
here on the weekends, especially during ski 
season. If you go to Verbier, you’d think you 
are on a mountain…in Surrey.” Richard Koe
Blink, Country Manager, Switzerland
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Home Sweet Home
away from Home:
The British in Geneva

The British story in Geneva is an old one. 

From Lord Byron seeking poetic inspiration, 

early British mountaineers exploring the near-

by peaks, wealthy families “finishing” their 

children in the Lake Geneva Region’s private 

schools, or diplomats helping to launch the 

Society of Nations, Geneva has held a conti-

nuous attraction for people of the British Isles. 

Literary Geneva

“When I was sixteen I was sent to Geneva to 
complete my course of education… The first 
sight of the Alps, with the setting sun on them, 
as we descended the Jura, seemed to me like 
an entrance into heaven...”
From The Lifted Veil by George Elliot

“During this short voyage I saw the lightning 
playing on the summit of Mont Blanc in the 
most beautiful figures.”
From Frankenstein
by Mary Shelley Wollstonecroft

“For this was a land of prudently harvested 
plenty, a land which has conquered human ac-
cidents, leaving only the weather distressingly 
beyond control.”
From Hotel du Lac by Anita Brookner
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Food for the Heart
Since opening in 1996, Jim’s British Market has 
become an institution among Brits based in Ge-
neva. Located in nearby St. Genis-Pouilly, the 
shop stocks most products familiar to UK resi-
dents, as well as traditional hot cross buns for 
Easter and mince pies and crackers for Christ-
mas. Jim’s tearoom offers cream teas and fish 
& chips, as well as British magazines and a 
second-hand book exchange. Jim’s even hosts 
an open Guy Fawkes party every year!

Christmas Carol
One of Geneva’s most important shopping 
chains, Globus, used the theme ‘British Christ-
mas’ in its yuletide marketing for 2009. Targeting 
Swiss customers as much as British expats, the 
upscale outlets, owned by the Swiss retail giant 
Migros, mixed Dickensian themes and “British 
refinement” to instill a sense of Christmas Past 
and Present.

Open House Day
The Open House Day known as «Caves Ouvertes» 
in French, was first launched in 1987 by Geneva’s 
independent winegrowers. The idea was to invite the         
general public to come out and visit their wineries. 
Going on 25 years later, Caves Ouvertes has become 
one of Geneva’s big annual events, with nearly all 
(some 80) of the canton’s wineries opening their doors 
to present the 2009 vintage - a ‘’fantastic’’ year - and 
oak-aged wines from the 2008 vintage. Saturday May 29. 

www.opage.ch/EN/home_agenda.html

Music Festival
With the 19th edition of this colorful festival, Geneva 
turns to a huge musical stage with hundreds of free 
concerts of all types performed in the streets. June 18-
20, City Centre and villages.

www.fetedelamusique.ch

Science Night
Scientists pass their knowledge on to the public 
through experimental stands and demonstrations. 
Theme of this year (8th edition): «Extrêmes & limites». 
10-11 July.

www.ville-ge.ch/mhs/nuit_science.php

Fêtes de Genève

The largest tourist event in Switzerland each year 
attracts hundreds of thousands of people around the 
Lakefront of Geneva. The Fêtes de Genève: over 120 
free of charge concerts, 60 carousels and 150 food 
and crafts stalls for all tastes. Guest of honor 2010: 
World Circus Geneva 2010. July 29-August 8, all around 
the City Center (Quays and Lakefront).

www.fetesdegeneve.ch

Where are all the great chefs?  
In Geneva! Some 20,000 professionals of fine food 
are expected to attend Gourmet, the Franco-Swiss 
restaurant and hotel trade fair, as well as Bocuse d’Or, 
the selection among the best young chefs from 20 
countries. June 6-8; Palexpo.  

www.gourmet-expo.com/geneva

Time travel
The finest in antique cars, planes, boats and motor-
cycles go on show at Geneva Classics, a unique Eu-
ropean trade fair. September 30–October 3. Palexpo 
and Geneva International Airport. 

www.geneva-classics.ch
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70,000 and growing: Brits make up Switzerland’s 
fourth largest foreign community

Geneva’s Holy Trinity Church, known to locals as 
“l’Eglise Anglaise”, built in 1853, today has more 
than 200 members from over 20 countries. 

Geneva’s Church of Scotland has a congregation 
of over 30 different nationalities representing 14 dif-
ferent denominations.

The Anglo-Swiss Club of Geneva welcomes British 
and Swiss people (and anyone else) for a variety of 
cultural, recreational and social events. 

The British Swiss Chamber of Commerce, founded 
in 1920, offers a network of 700-plus members. 

The British
in Geneva
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Department of Regional Affairs, Economy and Health
Geneva Economic Development Office
R. des Battoirs 7 • P.O. Box 740 • CH-1211 Geneva 4 • Switzerland
Phone + 41 22 388 34 34 • Fax + 41 22 388 31 99 • promotion@etat.ge.ch
www.whygeneva.ch • www.ge.ch

If you would like to strengthen your presence 
in Europe, the Geneva Economic Development 
Office will be pleased to assist you in the realiza-
tion of your projects. We have large expertise 
in fiscal, legal, employment, infrastructure mat-
ters and many other aspects. To learn more 
about the advantages of working with, in and 
from our region, please visit our website: 

www.whygeneva.ch

To speak about your plans and our help, do not 
hesitate to contact us directly at the following 
address: 

Geneva Economic Development Office
Rue des Battoirs 7 • P.O. Box 740
CH-1211 Geneva 4 • Switzerland
Email: promotion@etat.ge.ch 
Website: www.whygeneva.ch
Phone: +41 22 388 34 34
Fax:     +41 22 388 31 99


